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Welcome to the WINTER edition of Look Up. It’s the first 

edition in quite a while to be a 20 pager (rather than 16) 

which is really good to see. Both the Tuesday morning and 

Wednesday afternoon Magazine Groups have been hard at 

work!  

You don’t have to attend the Look Up sessions to contribute 

though - we always welcome your contributions to help 

keep the magazine a good read!   

We are on the look out for: 

Your stories   Your reviews  

Your thoughts and musings  Your poems   

Your artwork and photography Anything else! 

Please write into us with your entries via the internal mail 

addressed to ‘Look Up magazine, EVOS’ or you can pass 

them on to your ward OT/OTA. 
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World Mental Health Week was a rather elongated week that was 

meant to finish in mid-October!  Kneesworth held the week six 

weeks late and then had to hold the final event two weeks later due 

to illness.   

So far we have raised over £500 through selling bracelets, raffles and 

games and this figure continues to rise.  We have raised money for 

three charities: The World Mental Health Foundation, whose aim is 

to encourage people to talk about mental health issues, no matter 

how difficult it is for them; BEAT, the UK's leading eating disorder 

charity; and Addenbrooke's intensive care unit, to fund an iPad to 

help with communication. Addenbrooke’s explain: The inability to 

communicate when critically ill is extremely traumatic and for 1 in 5 

patients it can be a contributing factor of post-traumatic stress 

disorder. The development of the MyICUvoice app helps the team on 

the Addenbrooke’s ICU with a crucial aspect of care quality … 

hearing the patient’s side of the story. 

We held many different events over the week: 

• Tea and Talk event at Teasworth café. Cakes were baked by the 

girls and staff from Wimpole, however, most of the icing was down 

our fronts. A tea quiz was held, which Bourn ward won, a raffle, 

Treasure Island game played and bracelets sold. The aim of the 

event was also to bring the wards together. Staff came along and 

joined in from across the hospital.  

• Karaoke and refreshments was a well attended event in the 

Conference Room in Holland House, requesting songs to sing along 

to on the big screen accompanied by Dylan on the guitar. Highlights 

included everybody signing Stevie Wonder ‘I Just Called To Say I 

Love You’ and dancing along to the songs with refreshments 

provided and more donations made.  

• Dress Down Day and Night was held on the Wednesday. Lots of 

people took part and the staff on Wimpole certainly looked more 

trendy than usual in their jeans!  

• On Thursday football was played in the Sports Hall. Take a look at 

the article on page 13. A big thanks to the catering department for 

proving drinks for the out of breath players.  Everybody that took 

part enjoyed it and came out of the gym dripping with sweat.  Again 

this event bought lots of people together who said they really 

enjoyed it! How about netball next time? 

• Friday’s round up event was postponed by two weeks due to 

illness in the hospital.  We played bingo with some great prizes won, 

a picture was created using vegetables and paint. People were 

covered in paint and the creative masterpiece is to be displayed in 

Southview Reception.  Balloons were raised for family and friends 

we miss and dedications made, with Craig playing the guitar and a 

presentation was given by Gary and myself.   

Many people have contributed to the event, but a huge thank you 

goes to Maureen and Debbie at the shop for collecting money in a 

drinks bottle for the past month, the girls and staff on Wimpole for 

thread preparation and bracelet making and the EVOS department, 

including Alice and Judyta, for their dedication and rushing around 

the hospital setting up events. 

MENTAL HEALTH WEEK: MONDAY 20.11.17 - FRIDAY 24.11.17 

LJ + AM 
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THE SKY IN THE GRASS 

When I looked in the sky I wonder why 

 I look at the sky 

But I know it gives me inner peace 

When I look to the sky 

This must be the reason why 

 I look to the sky 

When I wander on the grass 

I look at my feet  

And my mind doesn’t run fast 

That must be why 

I love to look at the grass 

TD 

MEDICATION 

Medication can be a bind  

And are the side effects worth it to ease our minds? 

Sometimes twice daily and sometimes three times 

And why do we have to take it at such regular times? 

The doctor writes it up and if we don’t take it 

We’ll be pushing our luck 

And some of us feel it is terrible muck 

 If we don’t take it we may never get out 

So hopefully it will be sorting our minds out 

But that’s enough about meds without a shadow of a doubt 

TD 
SL 

A SANCTUS OBSECRATION FOR BENEVOLENCE 

Find the know how to  

Change the things that can be changed 

Search deep inside for 

The patience to sit on the matters that 

Cannot be changed for the moment 

And draw upon whatever helps you 

To manage with this endeavour 

In the belief of an alternate universe 

To where quietude and serenity 

Is cornucopian 

SL 

THE MIND: SERVILE TO ITS SUZERAIN 

Dr Psychiatry,  

And I don’t want to wake up in your white, black, sun 

And I don’t want to wake up in your world full of pain: 

This few of grain 

Be that of my sable malady –  

If you could peek into each grain 

And tell me which one will flower 

Only then speak to me of truth 
 

Your once beneficent hands 

Transmute to calloused 

Splintered, infirm meat hooks 

To what do I’m bestowed 

This pleasure of your company 

Homeopathy, coercion, mastery 
 

A broken down old shipwreck  

That is left to rue 

A bibelot I fashion to pale with you: 

Stack the pyre – the fall of your empire 

(feeble, frail and rotting) 

My moribund yearn unsaid 
 

Arduous be the journey 

A bridleway to my soul 

We met, we crossed swords 

And one of us lost control 

Disband my fragment a sod so shallow 
 

Malfeasance 

Bequeathal to your stately modus operandi 

Impermeable to logic, without reason 

I try you for treason 

Hippocratic oath be your 

Judge, Jury and Executioner 

Be at the gallows for 6 
 

I gifted you my plight 

Short sighted by ambition 

You’ve become crapulous with might 

You smother me too tightly 

Too afraid to just let go 

For this becometh me 

Your perfidious opinion for all to see 

POETS’ 
HOUSE 

FOR SERVICE USERS ● BY SERVICE USERS 
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NOTE TO SELF: REMEMBER THIS 

WAYS OF RELAXING 
MEDITATION  

Although we all breathe naturally, meditation can be a difficult 

practice requiring discipline. However, given time, most people can 

meditate. It is really just a posh word for breath control. 

Mindfulness is a very popular course that involves meditation and 

there is no religious doctrine involved. 

TAI CHI  

Tai chi is now very popular in The West however it shouldn’t be 

done late at night as it gives you lots of energy. 

YOGA  

There are many varieties of yoga but I would recommend Pilates as 

the most balancing form of stretching and breath control. 

WALKING  

I think we all know walking is excellent exercise but research shows 

that walking with nature is the most relaxing. 

MUSIC  

I love music but choosing music that keeps your emotions stable I 

feel is of the upmost importance. 

NATURE  

It is already mentioned above but viewing all aspects of nature 

calms the mind and it’s free and also in abundance. 

LEISURE  

I feel this is of optimal importance. Some of us may like just to walk 

but there are plenty of other activities, cinema or bowling for 

example. 

HEALTHY DIET  

The saying we are what we eat comes to mind but omega found in 

nuts and fish oils are good for the mind. 

EXERCISE  

Exercising the body releases chemicals in the mind that can lift your 

mood. 

HAVING A POSITIVE BALANCED MIND  

Having a positive mind is easier said than done but this way of 

thinking is useful in battling depression. 

SLEEP  

Sleep is of vital importance for relaxing the mind and generally the 

better you sleep the more energy you will have for the next 

day. 

FOR SERVICE USERS ● BY SERVICE USERS 

Just do what makes you happy. Don’t listen to that stupid voice in 

your head, what the hell has it ever done for you? What has 

depression ever done for you? 

It’s given you marks and scars. It caused you pain and agony. It 

made you hopeless and miserable and lonely and sad. It’s given you 

days on end where you thought the only way out of this was to end 

your own life. It made you hate yourself, starve yourself, isolate 

yourself and never ask for help because it told you you were a 

horrible, despicable human being that deserved absolutely nothing. 

It made you believe you were beyond help and told you you were 

not worthy of saving. It told you you caused this, that everything 

that happened was your fault and that you were the one to blame. 

It dragged you away from your family, made you lose your friends 

and took your education. It sent you hundreds of miles from home, 

locked you in a strange place with unfamiliar people and made you 

say goodbye to any freedom you had. It cut you off from your loved 

ones and made you push them away. You knew they loved you but 

it made you believe they were better off without you, that you were 

ruining their lives. 

It made you steal and lie. It made you selfish and blind and it took 

all rational reasoning away. 

And I’ll ask you something. Did any of this, any of its whispers or 

torments, any of its screams or its lies, any of its punishments or 

beliefs or isolation ever made you feel any better? Has it ever really 

done anything for you?  

It’s taken you away from your family, away from your siblings who 

need their sister, away from your niece and nephew who need their 

aunt and away from your mother who needs her daughter. It’s 

taken away everything you’ve ever loved and it left you with 

nothing.  

But now you see it. After what feels like a lifetime you finally see it. 

And I know you were forced to see it, dragged kicking and 

screaming towards a tiny speck of light at the top of that never 

ending tunnel. But, in all honesty? It worked. This is what you 

needed and the way things were, you know you could never have 

done it on your own. Depression’s grip on you was so strong, its 

voice in your mind so loud, you didn’t know anything else. You 

couldn’t imagine getting any better, you never believed you could. 

But it can. It honestly can. 

And I’m not saying everything’s fixed, you know you still have a long 

way to go. Depression’s voice is still there, whispering to you every 

now and then trying to entice you back into your old ways. But you 

ignore it. Oh, believe me, I know it’s not easy, far from it. But nine 

times out of ten you can seek support, you find someone you trust 

and you can work through it together. 

You have taken the first step. And you want to take the second and 

the third and the fourth and for the first time in years you want to 

carry on. You know you’ve just begun and you know you still have 

miles ahead. But even from where you are now, you turn around 

and look at your old self and know you never want to feel like that 

again. The loneliness, the emptiness, the hopelessness and the pain 

is something you never want to experience again.  

There are no words that can accurately describe how horrific 

depression can feel. And even though it hovers over you, 

threatening to engulf you once more, you know. 

You never want to go back. AM 

TD 
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FILM REVIEWS 

JAWS 
Robert Shaw Roy Schneider Richard Dreyfuss 

If you’re wondering why I’m reviewing such an old film (1975) it’s because this is 

one of my all-time favourites and always comes to my mind first when I think about 

films. 

Everyone knows the story – a 25 foot Great White Shark stakes its feeding waters 

just off the shores of Amity Island just before the tourist season. This spells disaster 

for police Chief Martin Brody (Schneider) who witnesses a boy being consumed by 

the shark while watching from the beach. Brody wants to close the beaches 

immediately but the local Mayor wants to keep them open to make money.  

As a result there are several more deaths prompting Brody to hire the services of 

Hooper (Dreyfuss) from the Biological Institute and Quint (Shaw) a local shark 

fisherman to destroy the menace. The three men set out in Quint’s fishing boat – 

The Orca – heading for the adventure of their lives. 

This is a masterpiece of film making from director Steven Spielberg who puts himself 

on top of the A list of international film directors using many photographic/film 

making techniques. Admittedly the mechanical sharks constructed for the film aren’t 

100% realistic but this makes the success of the film all the more remarkable. 
JP 

I have loved this film since I was a small girl.  I have seen the musical in London 

with my family, which was a magical experience.   The music was written by 

Richard Rodgers, the lyrics by Oscar Hammerstein and a book by Howard Lindsay 

and Russel Crouse. It is based on the story the Von Trapp Family Singers, set in 

Austria in 1938.   

The musical tells the story of Maria, who takes on the job as a governess to a large 

family while she decides whether to become a nun.  However, she falls in love with 

the seven children she is caring for and their widowed father a captain in the 

German Navy.  Maria makes dresses out of old curtain material, which I enjoyed 

making when I did a dress making course at night college.  She teaches the children 

how to be children after they have been bought up in a very strict environment.  I 

loved training as a Speech and Language Therapist, designing session plans and 

activities for the children I was working with on placement in a pre-school language 

unit and learning disability school.  Captain Von Trapp decided to flee to Austria 

with his children and Maria.   

Songs in the musical include ‘Climb Every Mountain’ and ‘My Favourite Things’ – 

these are my favourite song and I love signing along to them.  The last time I 

watched this film was on my last home visit in May 2016. Everytime I watch it, it 

brings a tear to my eye and I will watch it again soon. 

THE SOUND OF MUSIC 

LJ 

First things first, I will say 

that I am a DC man not 

Marvel. Yes good sci-fi but 

in my eyes they should 

not add music into the 

film as it was not part of 

the film.  

GUARDIANS OF THE GALAXY 

SC 

A good film like the Alien 

films - it takes you right 

back to the first Alien film. 

And it will take you on a 

ride of thrill and 

apocalyptic destruction on 

a mythical scale. 

ALIEN COVENANT 

SC 
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FROZEN 

LJ 

Anna sets off on a journey teaming up with a rugged mountain man Kristoff and his 

loyal reindeer Sven to find her sister Elsa.  Encountering wintery conditions, mystical 

trolls and a hilarious snowman named Olaf, Anna and Kristoff battle the elements in a 

race to save the kingdom.  

Anna's sister, Elsa, appears quiet and reserved, but in reality, she lives in fear of her 

secret that she has the power to create ice and snow. Haunted by the moment her 

magic nearly killed her younger sister Anna, Elsa isolates herself by suppressing her 

growing powers.   

Frozen was released on 6th December 2013, in the UK and was the 53rd animated 

Disney film created.   It is based on a true story and has been transcribed into 47 

different languages.  The film was directed by Chris Buck and Jennifer Lee and 

produced by Walt Disney. 

I love the songs in the film as they all have a meaning, are inspirational and provide 

comfort and hope to its viewers.  When the songs are played on Wimpole ward both 

the girls and staff thoroughly enjoy the music and sing and dance together, creating an 

uplifting atmosphere.   

My favourite song is Let It Go sung by Idina Merzel.  The song summaries how Elsa 

realises that she no longer needs to hide her magical abilities, and so declares herself 

free from the restrictions she has had to endure since her childhood. She rejoices in 

being able to use her power without fear or limit, to let go of her past.  

GAMES REVIEWS 

Great game with advance settings which include 

creating the team of your dreams (from National 

League North/South to the Premier League 

ranks), tactics and some dramas! 

FOOTBALL MANAGER 2018  

You can create your rider in 

the career mode plus manage 

a motorcycle team of your 

dreams and bring yourself to 

victory plus 18 official circuits 

based on the 2017 MotoGP 

season and official riders from 

all three categories which are 

Moto3, Moto2 and MotoGP. 

Fantastic game to race with, 

YAY! 
JO 

JO 

MOTOGP 17 

One night a man had a dream. He dreamed he was walking along the beach with the Lord. Across the sky flashed scenes from his life. 

For each scene, he noticed two sets of footprints in the sand; one belonged to him, and the other to the Lord. 

When the last scene of his life flashed before him, he looked back at the footprints in the sand. He noticed that many times along the 

path of his life there was only one set of foot - prints. He also noticed that it happened at the very lowest and saddest times in his life. 

This really bothered him and he questioned the Lord about it. "Lord, you said that once I decided to follow you, you'd walk with me all 

the way. But I have noticed that during the most troublesome times in my life, there is only one set of footprints. I don't understand 

why when I needed you most you would leave me." 

The Lord replied, "My precious, precious child, I love you and would never leave you. During your times of trial and suffering, when you 

see only one set of footprints, it was then that I carried you." 

- Unknown 

FOOTPRINTS 

Chosen for inclusion by JC 
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I was born in 

Newquay, Cornwall. It 

a really nice town 

because it’s by the 

sea.  

The shops and the fish 

& chips are good.  

There are really big 

beaches. 

My Nan works at Trenance 

Cottages. It shows how things were 

in the old days. My Nan does the 

Christmas Grotto with her husband 

who is Father Christmas. My 

cousins are the elves. 

It is next to a boating lake and it 

has got a zoo. You can have tea 

and cakes there. 
SJ 

NEWQUAY MY HOME TOWN  

MY TRIP DOWN MEMORY LANE – 41 YEARS LATER! 
I went to Nottingham on Friday, 3rd November 2017, as it’s the 

place I used to live 41 years ago. Most people know Nottingham by 

the story of Robin Hood and Sherwood Forest. In Nottingham there 

is the Robin Hood Network which is which is a network of trams and 

buses. 

I went to my old house in the Arnold area and it was amazing. It 

brought a tear to my eye and, hey ho, a really good memory. I 

walked down the road leading to town on Wilkinson Street and I 

also saw the house where my friend Jane used to live. The street 

has not changed that much really apart from the old soap factory 

has now shut down. The factory was Cussons soap and you could 

smell the soap from miles away.  

I also went and saw a clock in Victoria Shopping Centre but not just 

any old clock – it was a clock that I used to enjoy looking at. As it 

chimed on the half hour, these brass leaves come down and the 

butterflies go round and round playing music and the wheel at the 

side spins round and round and all the water comes out of it. It is 

actually amazing to stand and watch, it really is.  

Also there is a yummy American diner. Also the town itself has 

some pretty cool shops and places and a lovely water fountain 

which is amazing as it changes colour.  

Also as I was walking along Hyson Green near to St Anne’s estate I 

saw this awesome pink rose and lilac in bud and this just goes to 

show how mild and warm November really is. This just goes to 

show you how messed up British weather is because when I was 

little you had proper seasons i.e. Spring, Summer, Autumn and 

Winter. 

The last thing I noticed about Nottingham in the area I am talking 

about is the new tram station instead of the old railway station 

which has closed down. I also went down to the River Trent and 

walked over the bridges and watched the boats go by.  

ZF 

It was an awesome trip down memory lane and I can’t wait to go 

back to Nottingham again.  
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My name is Jonathan and I’ve been a patient at Kneesworth for 

three months now. Unfortunately I have a dual diagnosis of 

schizophrenia and personality disorder. This makes life difficult for 

both myself and those around me. I am on Wortham rehabilitation 

ward where both staff and patients have been very good to me. 

Most of the time I am quite easy to get on with myself unless I am 

very unwell in which case my stress level goes sky high and 

unfortunately I can be quite destructive towards property. I always 

regret this almost immediately afterwards when I miss my 

iPod/Kindle/electric shaver. 

I think the hospital grounds are beautiful and a big contrast to 

London where I have lived all my life (I am 47 years old). My 

psychologist has had me walking on the grass in bare feet which 

was particularly pleasurable since my walking shoes – which I 

normally wear – often give me cramp in my feet. 

I’ve been to Royston a few times on the 127 bus and it seems like a 

nice town. Café Costa is a good place to go for a coffee and they 

have a wide selection of cakes. 

Recently I also went to the bank to order a new card to replace the 

one I lost and also change my address from the London one to 

Kneesworth. They were very helpful. 

Obviously being in hospital I have quite a lot of spare time so when 

I’m feeling well enough I like to read and listen to music. I got my 

parents to bring me a book I am reading about Alan Turing – the 

mathematician who cracked the Nazi ‘Enigma’ code in World War II. 

I also have a small radio. 

I had my first CPA meeting in Southview and it was great to 

assemble my whole team together; there was a tremendous feeling 

of warmth and compassion that was very reassuring. The next one 

will be in 6 months time. Hopefully I will have made a lot more 

progress by then and discharge will be on the horizon. However, at 

the end of the day it takes as long as it takes. 

I am a quiet person but I would very much like to get to know other 

patients so maybe I will get to meet some Look Up readers and get 

some feedback on this article. I would love to know what you think! 

MY NEW LIFE AT KNEESWORTH 

JP 

4 STAGES OF DEALING WITH PSYCHIATRIC PROBLEMS 

Anger 
They tell us we’re delusional. They have 
no right to judge 

Non believers – get ready for the fires of 
hell 

I don’t trust any doctor. Their pills are 
poison and they are spiritual murderers 

Leave is good but then it all dissipates on 
return 

Wasting my time, wasting MY time (they 
are) 

But it’s all from the Holy One Blessed Be 
He 

Suffering to cleanse my soul 

Denial 

There is nothing wrong with 

me or anyone else here 

The doctors are interested 

only in their own pay 

cheques 

The nurses choose this job 

because they like to have 

power over people 

Even the food here contains 

medication! 

If they would just let me 

out I would never get 

depressed because I’d be 

free 

Bargaining 

It’s not too bad here but I’d like less 

medication 

Surely they should give me a definite 

release date not drag this out forever 

Yes I’ve been unwell in the past I accept 

that but I know I’m much better now 

I’d like a second opinion on my second 

opinion 

Acceptance 

I have a mental illness but it doesn’t define 

me 

The medication helps me 

Of course I want to go home and get on 

with my life but the advice of my team is 

worth listening to 

I’m grateful for all the help and support 

I’ve received here 
JRW 
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I have been attending the Hearing Voices group for a little while 

now. What we have been disclosing in this group is kept 

confidential but I will try to disclose what I can.  We talk about all 

aspects of our emotions.   

I like to talk about coping strategies as I feel this is more positive 

then dwelling on past emotions. These include walking, paying 

attention to nature, yoga (not for wimps Bear Grills does it) and 

plenty of meditation. If I use these techniques I can keep on top of 

my problems.  

This group has helped me and several others. If you feel this could 

benefit you then maybe you could come along. It is held in the 

Activity Centre on Tuesday at 10:00am. Thank you for reading, I 

hope you enjoyed.  

FOR SERVICE USERS ● BY SERVICE USERS 

Diagnosis: 

I was diagnosed with autism at the age of three back in the 

Philippines in 1993 because I was a wee loner and had no friends, 

no one to chat to and no one to play with. When I arrived from the 

Philippines to the UK in 2000, I was sent to a mainstream primary 

school where I find things difficult. Then in 2001 (prior to going to a 

special autism school), I was statemented by my primary school’s 

special educational needs team as I have Asperger’s syndrome, a 

type of ASC’s (autism spectrum conditions). 

I was diagnosed with bipolar disorder during my time at an autism-

specialist hospital at the age of 21 in 2011 as I was happy and 

excited (on a high) but later, I feel sad, tearful, scared and angry (on 

a low). 

Arrival at Orwell: 

I arrived at Orwell ward from prison on 27 April 2017 but they 

wrongly placed me as the said ward does not meet my autistic 

criteria. Despite many pressures like incidents linked to patients’ 

illness and background noises on the ward, I made progress by 

doing several coping strategies, talking to nursing for reassurance, 

drawings, watching television – specifically Strictly Come Dancing, 

Match of the Day, Britain’s Got Talent and the Eurovision Song 

Contest, using the exercise bike with Dexter, running at least 3 

kilometres, going to the gym, listening to some songs (mainly 

Eurovision) and some Now compilation albums, sang Eurovision 

entries at Social Club on Friday nights and using social media 

(especially talking to mostly pageant girls and guys, my fellow 

athletes from my athletics club and my family) to boost my morale. 

Activities: 

At Orwell, there were less activities on the ward but I was trying my 

best to make things autism friendly by speaking to staff, writing my 

autobiography with Dylan which I finished and in the process of 

editing by my friend, gym with Dexter and cooking with 

Henry/Judyta/Steve and taking walks alone on the so-called Bay of 

Pigs at EVOS farm! I also took up running again for three laps 

minimum or five laps on the grounds or so (with the help of my 

TomTom GPS running watch) as I am preparing to run the Vitality 

London 10 km race on 28 May 2018 and training to fulfil my dream 

of running the 2020 London Marathon in aid of the National Autistic 

Society – the UK’s leading autism charity.  

Nowadays, I started work with the magazine group, painting racing 

cars for the game called rFactor with Dylan by using the GIMP (GNU 

Image Manipulation Program) software, playing with my XBOX One 

S games console and, finally, I played Football Manager, Cities: 

Skylines and rFactor on my laptop plus art therapy with Alyce and 

psychology with the autism friendly psychologist Amber. 

Future: 

In the future, I will be moving to an autistic specialist locked 

rehabilitation unit in the North West London area and do several 

activities such as attending sporting events (in particular football at 

Wembley for England internationals, Wealdstone from the National 

League South or the Arsenal in the Premier League), attending 

pageant shows in London and the Home Counties (all regional heats 

of Miss England competitions), running at a local park on a daily 

basis and also Parkrun in preparation for the 2020 London and/or 

Birmingham International Marathons in aid of the National Autistic 

Society, dance Ceroc, ballroom/Latin American dancing and salsa 

and other usual hospital-based activities like my favourite things 

such as cooking, gym, OT and psychology to reduce challenging, 

aggressive and violent behaviours.  

Furthermore, I will be happy to be near my family and majority of 

my friends (especially those from my dance groups, the pageant 

community and the runners and athletes from my local club). 

I am very happy to be moved soon once Dr Horgan say that I am 

clear to go close to my home area as I would like to be more central 

to others. 

Thanks for reading! 

HEARING VOICE GROUP 

Tai Chi Chuan translates as ‘The Ultimate’. There are several forms 

of Tai Chi Chuan but in Europe small form is the most practiced. It 

was originally designed as a shortened form for European 

practitioners.  

Tai Chi is readily practiced in the morning across parks in China and 

Hong Kong. As a martial art it has very practical usages but it is 

usually practiced for health benefits. It is one of the Shaolin Monks’ 

main styles; Wu being their form of practice.  

The Chinese believe it is excellent for your organs and long-time 

practice hardens the bones. It is often thought of as a moving 

mediation. It is particularly recommended as a way to manage 

anger. 

TAI CHI CHUAN 

MY ASPERGER’S ROLLERCOASTER 

JO 

TD TD 
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CHRISTMAS CAKE DECORATING COMPETITION 
The annual Christmas cake decorating 

competition was fiercely contested this year 

with all of the entries impressing the judges 

(all of the chefs in the Catering Department). 

However, there could only be one winner, 

and, after the votes were counted, ICKNIELD 

emerged victorious, closely followed by 

WIMPOLE in second and ORWELL third. 

Thanks to the judges and all who took part! 

Icknield Swift 

Nightingale Bungalow 65 Orwell 

Wortham Wimpole Bourn 

Fairview Ermine Bungalow 63 
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MY MOBILE PHONE JOURNEY 

MENTAL HEALTH WEEK FOOTBALL TOURNAMENT 

PHILOSOPHICAL THOUGHTS 

On 23rd November some service users and staff were involved in a 

charity football match at Kneesworth House Hospital in the Sports 

Hall. It was for Mental Health Week. There were four teams, with a 

member of staff as captain. They were Gary’s Globetrotters (Gary 

Stobbs), Dexter’s Dynamos (Dexter Wright), Connor’s Corinthians 

(Connor Rawlinson) and Ryan’s Rangers (Ryan Danaher).  The team 

were then a mix of service users from other wards. It was a four 

aside team. 

The football match started on time at 12:45. Most of the games 

lasted for 6 minutes but the final lasted for 8 minutes. There was 

some good players on each team. Everyone played well and even 

the staff played well. In the final the score was 8-8 but went to 

golden goal. Dexter’s Dynamos won by 9-8 but there was no 

winners or losers. I want to thank everyone involved with the 

charity fundraiser and a big thank you to Gary for playing. It would 

be good to have another match. RR The winning team: Dexter’s Dynamos 

I got my first phone in 2014 when I went to the Bungalows. It was 

very basic, it did sweet sod all! Ok, I admit it made calls and text 

messages but that was it! It was an Alcatel One. It did the job but 

then I wanted something more flashy. By more flashy I wanted 

something that played games and had apps on it – something that 

went online. I wanted it to take photos and do a lot more like maps 

as well to help me get around. 

So I got a smartphone. It was the Blu Vivo. I’ll never forgot when I 

first got it. My partner and kids always said, “You’ll never be able to 

use a smartphone blah blah blah!” I had them all screaming 

instructions down the phone at me so I said, “Sod the lot of you, I’m 

gonna do it in my own time!” I handed my basic phone in, got my 

smartphone out and figured it out for myself (kind of, LOL!). 

Before I knew what I was doing I was sending things to people 

without realising I was doing it – like talking selfies! So I made a few 

mistakes. I even did a talking video which my son was well 

impressed by. I also got to set up an email account which I use all 

the time now – I even email my doctor and make other 

appointments using it so it makes me independent.  
ZF 

“Perfectionism is the enemy of building trust. If we want to trust 

others – or ourselves – again, we may need to begin by 

remembering we are all human.” 

Brennan Jacoby 

“One cannot think well, love well, sleep well, if one has not dined 

well.” 

Virginia Woolf 

“Always remember you are braver than you believe, stronger than 

you seem, and smarter than you think.” 

AA Milne 

“You have to find what sparks a light in you so that you in your own 

way, can illuminate the world.” 

Oprah Winfrey 

“The best way to predict the future is to create it.” 

Alan Kay 

“All change, even when it feels positive, often carries a more 

complicated reality for us. We must acknowledge those more 

difficult feelings in order to handle change better.” 

David Waters 

“Never be afraid to sit a while and think." 

Lorraine Hansberry 

“No one saves us but ourselves. No one can and no one may. We 

ourselves must walk. Those who don’t jump, will never fly." 

Buddha 

“Feet, what do I need you for when I have wings to fly?” 

Frida Kahlo 
 

Compiled by the Tuesday morning Magazine Group 
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RESTAURANT / TAKEAWAY REVIEWS 
Banyers Restaurant, Royston 

In my opinion a fun and majestic place to dine. Offers an excellent 

atmosphere, buzzy and electric with lots of choice from the menu. 

Prices vary from medium priced to ‘high’ priced. I tend to have the 

fillet steak when eating, which costs £26. This comes with chips and 

a side salad. I also tend to eat a starter, offering calamari or chilli 

prawns, also other dishes offered. A range of deserts also offered: I 

have tried and tested banoffee sundae (a delicious ice cream with 

toffee and banana and syrup etc), sticky toffee pudding, cheesecake 

(which I highly recommend (vanilla)) or Belgium waffles which look 

good, but have never tried. Also cheese board offered, and 

expensive, but special variety of coffee, tea or hot chocolate. Wide 

range of coffee, from flat top to a latte, and tea includes Earl Grey, 

with the hot chocolate a luxury white, milk chock or Venezuelan 

dark. 

In terms of other variety if you don’t fancy a steak, is a highly rated, 

tasted roast dinner, chicken, lamb or beef. Pizzas cooked on an 

pizza oven, with my fellow diners generally choosing a traditional 

margarita. However, if you still are not interested in any of this, the 

menu includes about 20 pages of a variety. A variation of burgers 

also available. As said previously prices tend to be quite high, but in 

my opinion you are paying for a good quality meal, with a friendly, 

exceptionally professional service and buzzy atmosphere. Also 

drinks are at a standard price. 

All in all this is my favourite place to dine in and around Royston if 

your prepared to pay that bit extra, and am a regular customer 

now. 

The Belle Pub, Bassingbourn 

As with The Banyers, this is another restaurant I would recommend. 

Unfortunately I have tended to dine here only on a Sunday, which 

has a different menu to weekdays. The Monday I went, food wasn’t 

as professionally cooked and slightly higher priced. However, I 

would recommend the Sunday roast which is offered on the menu 

at a reasonable price, and as a starter the soup generally tends to 

be good quality.  

Me and fellow diners however, have experienced two times at The 

Belle where food wasn’t cooked to a crisp taste and texture, which 

we found highly disappointing, in terms of quality and price. But in 

terms of atmosphere, The Belle offers a exciting place to eat over 

lunch or dinner, with family and friends. 

All together I would still recommend this as a fun and tasty place to 

fine and dine. It may be best to book beforehand as can get busy. I 

would choose Banyers over The Belle in terms of quality, although 

still a recommended restaurant in the area. 

The Jolly Postie, Royston 

I have dined at Jolly Postie many times throughout my stay at 

Kneesworth Hospital over the past two to three years. This offers a 

themed dining experience, as an ex post office. The atmosphere is 

fun and friendly, with efficient staff. 

In terms of what was ordered when eating there, I would highly 

recommend the mixed grill. This includes, steak, brasserie chicken, 

a sausage, gammon joint, mushroom and chips. I have always been 
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NEGATIVE TO POSITIVE 

tempted to include a peppercorn sauce with this to add flavour. The 

food is clearly high quality and restaurant well managed. For 

starters and desserts, a wide range of selection is offered , with a 

variation from seafood, soup and traditional cuisine. As a pudding, I 

highly recommend the chocolate brownie and ice cream, which is 

delicious and tasty. 

Prices aren’t over the top and about right. Roughly £50 for a 3 

course meal between a family of 3. I always tend to tip the 

waitress/waiter, but not essential. Breakfast is also offered if 

wished, and pizza also served, which have not tried but looks good. 

Altogether this is a restaurant I would highly recommend in terms 

of value for money. 

YUVA Fine Fusion Indian restaurant, Kneesworth 

Located close to Kneesworth Hospital (almost at the front gate) is a 

luxurious and tasteful Indian restaurant. Prices vary, however, there 

is a wide choice of food to choose from. 

All traditional dishes are offered, the usual Korma, Madras, Masala 

etc, as well original dishes made with seafood (swordfish and other 

elegant foods). Again, like most Indian cuisine diners you have your 

usual variety of naan bread, rice, side dishes. I tend to have saag 

paneer, which is potato and spinach, also very tasty. 

There is a choice of eating in or collection/takeaway. Restaurant has 

a peaceful, traditional, and spiritual atmosphere. It is usually 

relatively quiet, so you can talk over a meal, and service is good.  

Collection is also available, which is ideal as located at the end of 

Kneesworth House Hospital drive, and in comparison to the choice 

of Indian restaurant around Cambridgeshire and local area, this is 

most definitely one of the better. 

To telephone: 01763 244259 

Kam Fat Wong, Royston 

My favourite local Chinese takeaway. 

Offers all the traditional Asian cuisine, including fritters as a dessert, 

which I love. Very sweet and banana offers good texture. The usual 

prawn balls, chow mein or noodles, ribs, chilli beef, or, if you’re a 

chips lover like myself, the old chips and curry sauce can be offered.  

I have always ordered the food to my bungalow, and has arrived on 

time without any problems. The drivers present themselves well, 

polite and respectful. 

The meal has always to be paid in cash and debit cards not allowed. 

Pricing is relatively cheap, with a 3 meal takeaway, usually comes to 

£15 to £20 and prawn crackers given as a freebee. 

Compared to the majority of Chinese takeaways locally to 

Kneesworth I would highly recommend Kam Fat Wong. 

To telephone: 01763 248668 

I think it is fair to say we all have negative thoughts and they 

affect our mental state. Sometimes it may all be too easy to say 

“stay positive”, but I feel this is the best way to be and 

scientific research shows this is one of the best ways of dealing 

with depression. Although this seems obvious, I do accept that 

staying positive is not as easy as it may sound. However it 

comes habitual after a while so why not give it a try, after all, 

you haven’t too much to lose. 

XCB 

JRW 
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Mental – Eels 

Another, oh! I don’t fit in song. My sister 

got me into this band when they came 

out. ‘They say I'm mental but I'm just 

confused, They say I'm mental but I've 

been abused, They say I'm mental 'cause 

I'm not amused by it all, oh no not at all!’ 

SONGS OF MY LIFE SONGS OF MY LIFE SONGS OF MY LIFE  

One Way — The Levellers 

This band and particularly this song 

took me through many hard times. 

Anarcho-folk-punk lol. I love the 

chorus: “There’s only one way of life 

and that’s your own”. 

Umi Says – Mos Def 

A beautiful positive 

song, much happier 

than the rest of my 

choices. 

Comfortably Numb — Pink Floyd 

I could pick many Pink Floyd 

songs but this one is probably the 

most famous. When I got back 

from being sectioned in Brighton 

one of my housemates had 

bought me this. 

Know Your Enemy – Rage 

Against The Machine 

More angry anarchists. I still 

don’t know what they’re so 

angry about but I really loved 

the angry energy in my pre-

religious days. 

If you would like to have the songs that mean something to you featuring 

in the next edition let us know. We will be happy to type up your work! 

Songs chosen by JRW 

Songs Of Your Life? 

Speed Skating   

Curling      

Short Track Speed Skating  

Biathlon  

Skeleton  

Ski Jumping  

Freestyle Skiing  

Bobsleigh  

Nordic Combined  

Snowboarding  

Alpine Skiing  

Cross Country Skiing  

Figure Skating  

Luge  

Ice Hockey  

WINTER OLYMPICS PICTOGRAM Please match the number to the 

corresponding sport 



Q B A N A N A B C S K C P Z P 

A H Y R M P U R H E Q H O J A 

R E N I R A T C E N T D M L S 

R A X C T Q T O R T T S E E S 

S D A Z X C V B R N F I G M I 

R A S P B E R R Y F G H G M O 

Q P W G E R T Y U I I O A P N 

H P Z N R C P T V D T N N L F 

Q L G C L A M H P C G U A P R 

R E I Z T E P D K O B Z T Q U 

R G R F P G L E A C P G E F I 

O E M U O N P B E O G M M M T 

F G U A V A H T S N O L E M F 

F E C Y M R A S F U O Q B F Q 

A P R I C O T D D T P N K G K 

BANANA 

POMEGRANATE 

APPLE 

COCONUT 

NECTARINE 

MANGO 

APPLE 

APRICOT 

RASPBERRY 

GUAVA 

MELON 

FIG 

GRAPE 

ORANGE 

PASSION FRUIT 

CHERRY 

There once was a barmaid 
named Gail, tattooed on 
her breast was the prices 
of ale, and on her behind, 
for the sake of the blind, 
was the same but written 
in brail. 

There was a posh young 
actor named Barton, who 
lead a life exceedingly 
Spartan, till a playwright 
one day, wrote a well-
received play, with a part 
for Barton to fart in. 

There was a young man 
from Leeds, who 
swallowed six packets of 
seed, in a month silly ass, 
he was covered in grass, 
and he couldn’t sit still for 
the weeds. 

fruit 

SEARCH 

7 3     1         

        9 3   2   

  9 4             

6     9 8         

1               3 

        7 5     1 

            9 6   

  7   4 3         

        6     4 7 

1  8             

   5 4  2     3   

     6          7 

  6       3   8   

5        9       1 

   3  7        9  

 7          1     

  4      3 1   7   

            8  5 

Why did the milkshake? Because it saw the jelly wobble 

What illness did Bruce Lee get? Kung flu 

I went to the opticians the other day, they saw me coming 

Why did the watch maker stop making watches? Because it took up too much of his time 

What do cats eat for breakfast? Mice Krispies 

Why couldn’t Robin play cricket? Because he couldn’t find a Batman 

What’s the difference between a fish and a guitar? You can’t tune a fish 

I’ve got a dog called Minton. Minton swallowed a shuttlecock. I said badminton 

Compiled by AG 

TAKE A BREAK 
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MEMES OF THE MONTH 
Meme: an image, video, piece of text, etc., typically humorous in nature, that is copied 

and spread rapidly by Internet users, often with slight variations… 

If you have any to share, pop them in the 

magazine suggestion box and we will put 

them in the next issue! 

The theme for this edition’s memes is randoms.  Chosen and set out by  SJ, Icknield. 
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Q UESTION ME... 

This feature explores the interests, personality and the role 

within the hospital of a chosen member of staff.  This edition 

focuses on Gillian Pillow. We would like to thank Gillian for 

taking part. 

INTRO 

1. Who are you?  

Gillian Pillow. 

2. How long have you been working at Kneesworth House? 

Just over four years. 

3. Briefly, what are your duties at work? 

I’m a nurse on Orwell, so all that that entails. It’s great to see 

people progress in their recovery and to be a part of that. 

ABOUT YOU 

4. What is your favourite book, and why? 

I’m not a big reader but I do like true life accounts of people 

with interesting stories. For example Jackie Pullinger’s books 

which give accounts of her work with drug addicts in Hong 

Kong. 

5. What is your favourite film and why? 

A Walk To Remember (2002). Just a really good story. 

6. What is your favourite meal and why?  

Chicken fajitas and also a good spud dinner! 

7. What is your favourite word out of the dictionary and 

why? 

Chocolate - for obvious reasons! 

8. If you could be an animal what would you be and why? 

 I think I’d be a lion. They’re strong and powerful! 

9. Who is the most influential person to you and why? 

All of my family, I’d say. 

10. What would your super power be, if you could have one 

for the day? 

Being invisible would be useful. 

11. If you could go back in time where would you go? 

The Roaring Twenties I think—good clothes! 

12. What is your favourite sport at the Winter Olympics? 

The Ski Jump looks exciting. 

13. If you were given a place on the Mastermind show, 

what would be your specialist subject? 

Maths. 

14. Finish off these sentences…  

I am good at... Making chicken fajitas. 

I am not so good at... Saying no. 

15. If you were Prime Minister for the day, what law would 

you implement?  

Everybody must be kind to each other and do at least one 

good turn a day. 

16. My biggest fear is?  

Rats and mice. I grew up on a farm and saw too many of 

them! 

17. What saying do you live by?  

Treat everyone the way you’d like to be treated yourself. 

18. If we were to ask your colleagues to give us three of 

your best qualities, what would they say?  

Gillian wasn’t sure what say so Bev and Marcin answered for 

her: “She’s the best!” (Marcin); “You can’t beat her. But she 

doesn’t know how to say no!” (Bev). 

19. Which actor would play you if your life story was turned 

into a film? 

Saoirse Ronan (Jethro’s suggestion!). 

20. What has been your most memorable moment working 

here? 

There have been loads. Just before Christmas was special on 

the ward because the guys worked really hard to decorate 

the ward to make it festive and ended up winning the Best 

Decorated Ward award. 

Is there a member of staff you 

would like to see answer the 

questions for Question Me?  

Please make your suggestions 

to anybody at EVOS + OT! 
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圣诞快乐和新年快乐 (Chinese) Feliz navidad y próspero año 

nuevo 

(Spanish) 

Merry Christmas and Happy New 

Year (English) 

क्रिसमस और नया साल मुबारक हो 

(Hindi) 

 ميالد مجيدا وسنه جديده سعيده

 (Arabic) 

Feliz Natal e Feliz Ano Novo 

(Portuguese) 

শুভ বড়দিন এবং শুভ নববর্ষ 

(Bengali) 

веселого Рождества и 

счастливого Нового года 

(Russian) 

メリークリスマスと新年会 

(Japanese) 

Frohe Weihnachten und ein glückli-

ches neues Jahr 

(German) 

selamat hari Krismas dan 

selamat tahun baru 

(Malay) 

Selamat Natal dan Tahun Baru 

(Indonesian) 

Merry Christmas và Chúc mừng năm 

mới 

(Vietnamese) 

즐거운 성탄절 보내시고 

새해 복 많이 받으세요 

(Korean) 

Joyeux Noel et Bonne Année 

(French) 

மெர்ரி கிறிஸ்துெஸ் 
ெற்றும் புத்தாண்டு 

(Tamil) 

 کرسمس اور نيا سال مبارک

(Urdu) 

mutlu Noeller ve mutlu yıllar 

(Turkish) 

Buon Natale e Felice Anno Nuovo 

(Italian) 

สุขสันต์วนัคริสต์มาสและสวสัดปีีใหม่ 

(Thai) 

 کريسمس مبارک و سال نو مبارک

(Farsi) 

Wesołych Świąt i Szczęśliwego 

Nowego Roku 

(Polish) 

 کريسمس او نوی کال مو نيکمرغه

(Pashto) 

Kirsimeti da Kirsimeti da Sabuwar 

Shekara 

(Hausa) 

COMPILED BY JO 


